PH CAGE™ Acute Removal Technique

Acute Removal: Intra-operative removal of the CAGE after initial delivery and expansion

Note: Prior to CAGE removal, ensure all screws are removed

1. Disengage Tail Screw
   - Locked
   - Unlocked
   - Use the H10 solid driver, 160mm

2a. Insert Acute Removal Connector (ARC) - Delivery Tail Attached
   - Insert ARC into back of tube so threads are sticking out of tube. ARC will click in place
   - OR

2b. Insert Acute Removal Extension (ARE) - Delivery Tail Removed
   - Insert the short threads into the CAGE tail

3. Attach & Retract Delivery Tube
   - Reassemble Delivery Tube, if removed, and turn gray knob on Delivery Handle clockwise until full stop

4. Attach Handle & Retract PH CAGE
   - To attach the Delivery Handle, slide Delivery Tube over Delivery Tail/ARE and rotate the black body clockwise to engage the threads on the ARC/ARE
   - Rotate gray knob counter-clockwise. When fully retracted, remove CAGE

Note: ARC can be removed from Cage Delivery Tube by depressing locking tab and pulling.